Sub: Implementation of Commercial Freight Rates/Regulations on TMS: Transfer of FOIS Database to Zonal Railways.

Ref: - FOIS's letter No. CAO/FOIS/104/RD/TMS dt. 08.07.11

Please refer to your above mentioned letter vide which it has been requested to issue detailed instructions to Railways in respect of decentralizing the authority of CAO/FOIS & authorizing them to handle the referential Data Base at Zonal level.

Your proposal has been examined and it is clarified that instead of transferring full online referential Data Base of FOIS, only stored Data Base (Archived) may be transferred to Zonal Railway for the purpose of generation of MIS report etc., with built-in safeguards to maintain sanctity of data. Necessary action may be taken in this regard under advice to this office.

(Aashima Mehrotra)
Joint Director, Traffic Comm1.(Rates)
Railway Board